BEULAH BLURB
Beulah Primary School is a Child Safe School
School Council members: Mark Williams, Brad Moore, Jacob Hallam, Zeb Chivell, Hayley
Brain, Megan Thompson, Liana Gasparini, Nathan Wright and Isabella Griffiths

From Mr. Wright
Beulah students and staff were treated to an experience not many
schools have ever had to go through or do. We had to relocate our
school to the football oval as a result of inspections to be undertaken and our toilet block and other parts of the school were not
able to be utilised. The students did well to adapt to the change in
scenery on such short notice. So did the helpers who quickly come
to our aid to help with setting up classrooms and transporting
sporting equipment and learning resources.
As per my text message, make sure people who need to come on
site follow the signs clearly displayed. Students have been told to
stay out of certain rooms. I am awaiting to hear back from a number of people regarding what has happened but be assured we are
allowed back on site and it is deemed safe to be if we stay away
from certain areas. We have also have a number of other projects
and activities happening behind the scenes and look forward to
sharing them with you soon.
This week Isabella and I have been involved in budget meetings
and we are starting to plan for next year. As much as we want to
finish the year off strong we need to start planning for next year as
well. Next week there will be more information about events, activities and important information that relate to the end of this
year. Parents beware!!! I will be asking for your participation. Stay
tuned for more information.
Contacting New Books
I am after parent volunteers who are willing to contact classroom
library books and new reading books we have recently purchased
so that students are able to use them. I want them contacted before I let students use them so that we can extend their shelf life
as they will be well used. Please send me a message if you are able
to help and I can prepare the necessary materials needed.
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2021 Calendar Dates - Term 4
OCTOBER
Tuesday 19th
zie

Special Visit by Mrs McKen-

Monday 25th

School Council Meeting @5

Thursday 28th

MARC Van
Parents Club Meeting @ 9
OH & S Meeting (Nathan)

NOVEMBER
Monday 1st

Pupil Free Day

Tuesday 2nd

Melbourne Cup Public
Holiday

Thursday 11th

MARC Van

Reminders
Uniform Order
Please find the uniform order attached to the newsletter.
It will be due back at school by Thursday 28th October.
Sunhats
‘NO HAT NO PLAY’ All students are expected to wear their
school hats in Term 1 and Term 4.
Lunch Orders
Please have lunch orders completed by close of business
Wednesday for Friday lunch time delivery.
NEW MENU ITEM—Steamed dim sims $1.20 each
Attached is the new Lunch Order Menu to the newsletter.
Reading
Lots of students reaching another reading milestone the last few
weeks, keep
remembering to record it in your
diary. Great
effort!!

150

175

Elliott
Liam
Nia

Benji
Layla
Matilda

200
Scarlett
Amelia
Lachlan
Harry
Spencer

Ruby
Charlie
Tilly
Jackson

Music with Malcolm
Malcolm introduced the ‘Lollipop Song’ to everyone last Friday.
Students then had to try and replicate the popping sound. As
well as unpacking some of the new….. Ukuleles.

IN THE CLASSROOMS
P-2: Well done to the juniors for once again demonstrating
their resilience when circumstances had to change unexpectedly!
In reading, the children have continued tuning in to interesting
words. We have started investigating the meaning of the word
‘rustling’ by predicting what it means and using a dictionary to
discover its official definition.

3-6

In the senior room students have revised identifying different
angles and measuring them accurately using a protractor. We
also have done some revision on the addition and subtractions
equations. In spelling the Sound Waves students have been
learning the different letters that make up the sound ‘ee’ as in
bee. They learnt about anagrams and verb tense and how to
change the words used to change between tenses. In reading
They have also ben identifying parts of speech as nouns, verbs
we started to learn about concluding and drawing conclusions
and adjectives. The children have enjoyed playing games to
from what we read by finding facts and details in the text and
practise these skills.
In Maths, the children have continued expanding their number deciding what they mean. This week we started looking at
knowledge by ordering numbers and placing them on a num- ways of being creative and how different people have to be
creative in their occupation. In RRRR we looked at problem
ber line and finishing number sequences. You should be very
proud of yourself P-2!
solving and being able to identify problems and recognise that
there are solutions to problems.
3-6 Homework: Due tomorrow is their homework quiz. On
Monday students Mental Maths booklets are due (completed
and corrected). If they have trouble with any of the questions
they know to come and see me each morning.
Health

Reminder: If students could be on the hunt at home for some
pictures of food– cut out from newspapers, magazines and
bring them to School next week. Thank you.
Sounds Write
In Sounds Write, Miss G’s group have worked on words
including double consonants eg. Sniff, smell etc. Issy’s group
continued spelling words with the ‘wh’ sound and have been
introduced to the ‘ng’ sound.

100 DAY PARTY
Last Friday all students got to celebrate ‘100 Days of Learning at School.’ Students were able to bring in 100 of something
– we had a variety of things from home. It included things like; rocks, rice, raw noodles and cotton buds.
It was a fun-filled day with all games and activities representing 100!

